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ABSTRACT 

 

Incremental learning is a machine learning paradigm where the learning process takes place whenever 

new example/s emerge and adjusts what has been learned according to the new example/s. The most 

prominent difference of incremental learning from traditional machine learning is that it does not assume 

the availability of a sufficient training set before the learning process, but the training examples appear 

over time. In this paper we discuss the methods of incremental learning which are currently available. This 

paper gives the overview of the current research in the incremental learning which will be beneficial to the 

research scalars. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

When we observe human learning, we clearly see that it is incremental. People learn concept 

description from facts and incrementally refine those descriptions when new facts and 

observations become available. Newly gained information is used to refine knowledge structure 

and models, and rarely causes reformulation of all the knowledge the person has about the subject 

at hand. There are two major reasons why humans must learn incrementally 1) sequential flow of 

information and 2) limited memory and processing power.  

 

Incremental learning is an important capability for brain-like intelligence as biological systems 

are able to continuously learn through their lifetimes and accumulate knowledge over time. Key 

objectives of machine learning research are: transforming previously learned knowledge to the 

currently received data to facilitate learning from new data, accumulating experience over time to 

support decision making process and achieving global generalization through learning to 

accomplish goals. 

 

During the incremental learning situation, raw data that come from the environment with which 

the intelligent system interacts become incrementally available over an indefinitely long leaning 

lifetime. Therefore, the leaning process is fundamentally different from that of traditional static 
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learning process, where representative data distribution is available during the training time to 

develop the decision boundaries. 

 

Concept drifting is important for understanding the robustness and leaning capability during the 

incremental learning. For example, In case of scene analysis, new objects may appear in the 

visual field during the learning period. Intelligent system should have the capability to 

automatically modify its knowledge based to learn new data distributions. 

 

2. INCREMENTAL LEARNING 

Incremental learning algorithm can be defined as one that meets the criteria  

 

1. It will be able to learn and update with every new data-labeled or unlabeled 

 

2. It will preserve previously acquired knowledge 

 

3. It should not require access to the original data 

. 

4. It will generate new class or cluster when required. It will divide or merge clusters as 

needed 

 

5. It will be dynamic in nature with the changing environment. 

 

Fig: Two traditional approaches of incremental learning 1. Data accumulation methodology 2. 

Ensemble learning methodology 

In the first method, when new chunk of data Dj is received, it will discards hj-1 and develops a 

new hypothesis hj, based on all the available data accumulated so far. 

 

In the ensemble learning, when a new chunk of data Dj is received, either a single new hypothesis 

or a set of new hypothesis is developed based on the new data. Finally a voting mechanism can be 

used to combine all the decisions from different hypothesis to get the final prediction 
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Foundation of the Problem: 

Let Dj-1 represents the data chunk received between time tj-1 and tj, and hypothesis hj-1 

developed on Dj-1. 

 

The system will adaptively learn information when new data chunk Dj is received. There are two 

categories, data accumulation method and ensemble learning method. 

 

In the first method, when the new data chunk Dj is received, one simply discards hj-1 and 

develops a new hypothesis hj, based on all data accumulated so far.  

 

In ensemble learning method, whenever a new chunk of data is available, either a new hypothesis 

hj or a set of hypothesis H:h1, i1,2,…,M, are developed based on the new data. Then the voting 

mechanism is used to combine all he decisions from different hypothesis to reach the final 

prediction. The major advantage of this approach that we do not require storage to the previously 

seen data, knowledge has been stored in the series of hypotheses developed along the learning 

life. 

 

Knowledge at time t: 

 

Dt is a chunk of data with n instances (i=1,…,n) 

 

(xi,yi) is an instance in the m-dimensional feature space X 

 

Yi ∈Y ={1,…,K} classes 

 

Distribution function Df 

 

A hypothesis ht, developed by the data based on Dt with Pt 

 

New input will be available at time (t+1) 

 

Leaning algorithm: 

 

1. Find the relationship between Dt and Dt+1 

 

2.Update the initial distribution function Dt+1 

 

3.Apply hypothesis ht to Dt+1 and calculate the pseudo-error of ht 

 

4.Refine the distribution function for Dt+1 

 

5. A hypothesis is developed by the data based on Dt+1 with Pt+1 

 

6. Repeat the procedure when the next chunk of new data set is received. 

 

Output: The final Hypothesis. 
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The incremental learning framework discussed in[22] focuses on two important issues, how to 

adaptively pass the previously learned knowledge to the presently received data to benefit leaning 

from the new raw data, and how to accumulate experience and knowledge over time to support 

future decision making processes. Mapping function is the key component of ADAIN that can 

effectively transform the knowledge from the current data chunk in to the leaning process of the 

future data chunks. Three approaches of mapping functions are namely, Mapping function based 

on Euclidean distance, based on regression learning model, based on online value system. 

 

3. UNSUPERVISED INCREMENAL LEARNING 

In [36]  CF1 and CF2, unsupervised incremental learning algorithms based on the LF algorithm, 

for adapting concepts in a changing environment. It was argued that depending on the problem 

area, the use of unsupervised CFs such as CF1 and/or CF2 may offer significant advantages 

compared to alternative  incremental supervised learning methods. The experimental results 

suggest that CF1 and CF2 are both stable and elastic. 

 

The algorithm ARTMAP is based on generating new decision cluster in response to new patterns 

that are sufficiently different from previously seen instances. Each cluster learns a different 

hyper-rectangle shaped portion of the feature space in an unsupervised mode, which are then 

mapped to target classes. Since previously generated clusters are always retained, ARTMAP does 

not suffer from catastrophic forgetting. ARTMAP does not require access to the previously seen 

data, and it can accommodate new classes. 

 

SVM algorithm based on clustering does not need to specify the number of classification 

compared with traditional K-means algorithm [34]. The said algorithm is appropriate for 

unbalanced data since centers of clusters could reflect the distribution of data well, if clustering 

radius is set properly. 

 

4. SUPERVISED INCREMENTAL LEARNING 

Learn++ [1]is based on the following intuition: Each new classifier added to the ensemble is 

trained using a set of examples drawn according to a distribution, which ensures that examples 

that are misclassified by the current ensemble have a high probability of being sampled. In an 

incremental learning setting, the examples that have a high probability of error are precisely those 

that are unknown or that have not yet been used to train the classifier. 

 

In Learn++.NC[32] asks individual classifiers to cross reference their predictions with respect to 

classes on which they were trained. Looking at the decisions of each classifier, each classifier 

decides whether its decision is in line with the classes others are predicting and the classes on 

which it was trained. If not, the classifier reduces its vote, or possibly refrains from voting all 

together. It uses a new voting procedure DW-CAV, a novel voting mechanism for combining 

classifiers, where classifiers examine each other’s decisions, cross reference those decisions with 

the list of class labels on which it was trained and dynamically adjust their voting weights for 

each instance. 

 

Learn++.NC [32] was later developed for learning New Classes (NC), with new data from 

existing classes assumed to remain stationary. Learn++.NC employs a dynamically weighted 

consult-and-vote mechanism to determine which classifiers should or should not vote for any 
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given instance based on the (dis)agreement among classifiers trained on different classes. In 

Learn++.MF, ensemble members are trained on different subsets of the features, so that Missing 

Features (MF) can be accommodated by combining ensemble members trained on the currently 

available features. While all former Learn++ algorithms do some form of incremental learning, 

none of them is capable of learning from a nonstationary environment, and Learn++.NSE is 

developed specifically to fill this gap. 

 

The use of Genetic Algorithm for incremental learning [33]. Each classifier agent may have a 

certain solution based on the attributes, classes or data are sensed from the environment or other 

agents, the GA is then used to learn new changes and evolve into a reinforced solution. As long as 

the learning process continues, this procedure can be repeated for incremental leaning. 

 

SVM are found to be effective in large number of classification and regression problem 

[5,6,7,8,9]. The incremental learning algorithm[35] has two parts in order to tackle different types 

of incremental learning cases, online incremental learning and batch incremental learning. 

 

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

In this paper the different methods of incremental learning has been discussed. There are different 

applications of incremental learning methods, as it can be online or batch incremental learning,  

The incremental leaning has wide range of applications across different domains. For instance, 

incremental learning from video stream, incremental leaning for spam e- mail classification, 

Some of the existing techniques for spam email classifications are SVM based method, neural 

network method, the practical swarm optimization method, the Bayesian Belief network and 

many others. For the above two applications the algorithms based on concept drift, ensemble 

methods can be used. 

 

The paper provide useful suggestions of using supervised, unsupervised, semisupervised 

approach to solve practical application problems 
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